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Body: Objectives: In order to expand residual lungs appropriately after pulmonary lobectomy, two chest
tubes have been usually placed in the thoracic cavity. Although only one chest tube has recently been
placed, it was unclear whether one chest tube was sufficient for the postoperative management of patients,
especially those who underwent VATS lobectomy. Therefore, we carried out a randomized controlled trial to
compare postoperative drainage using one chest tube with that using two chest tubes after pulmonary
lobectomy, including VATS lobectomy. Methods: Patients who underwent lobectomies with mediastinal
nodal dissection in our hospital were randomly assigned to two groups: one chest tube group and two chest
tubes group. Number of cases requiring thoracentesis (indicating inadequate expansion of residual lung),
total amount of drainage fluid, duration of drainage, analgesia requirements and pain score were compared
between two groups. Results: From January 2009 to March 2012, a total of 108 patients were registered.
There were no statistically significant differences in age, gender, pathological stage or histological type of
the patients between the two groups. There were no patients who needed thoracentesis. There were no
significant differences in the number of cases with pleurodesis, amount/duration of drainage and the
magnitude of pain between the two groups. Conclusions: Since the difference in the number of chest tubes
did not affect the expansion of residual lung, the amount/duration of drainage or postoperative pain in
patients who underwent pulmonary lobectomy, one chest tube is sufficient for post-lobectomy chest
drainage, even after VATS lobectomy.
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